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Setting the stage for equity

• Engaged student body and committed 
administration, faculty, staff

• Stellar reputation in teaching and 
practice

• Emphasis on student-centeredness, 
culture of learning and making a 
difference 

• Commitment to social justice (national 
and global issues of equity, gender and 
democracy)

• Practitioner focus- combining strong 
academic with real-world experience.

• Expertise in technological and 
instructional support

• Ranked #1 in Boston on Gender Pay 
Equity

• Excellence in Education (14th In 
Northeast Region)

• Top ten Women’s College

• Nationally recognized faculty; 
clinical activists 

• Prestigious & awarded Social Work 
programs

• Community Service Excellence &  
Awards

• technological and instructional 
support
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Who We Are
The diversity of the Simmons faculty, staff, administrators and trustees will 

match/exceed the diversity of the student body.

How We Live and Work
Respectful Discourse

As an ongoing practice, all members of the Simmons community will engage in 
structured and unstructured discourse and dialogue that recognizes free speech and 

demonstrates a respectful exchange of perspectives.

Curriculum & Pedagogy
Simmons curricula will reflect significant integration of DEI in the teaching and learning 

paradigm within and across the four colleges. Simmons pedagogy will demonstrate 
intentionality around inclusive and equitable practices.
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Who We Are Becoming
Community Culture

Each member of the Simmons community will have a sense of belonging as a 
result of a collective investment in learning and in building community that 

actively supports equitable practices.

Just & Inclusive Student Leaders
Simmons graduates will navigate diverse communities, work, and social 
environments, distinguishing themselves as inclusive and just leaders.



Equity

Sources: www.centerforpubliceducation.org/educationalequity; Banks, Cherry A. McGee; Banks, James A.: “An Essential Component of 
Multicultural Education,” Theory Into Practice, Vol. 34, No. 3, Culturally Relevant Teaching (Summer, 1995), pp. 152-158; 
https://everydayfeminism.com/2014/09/equality-is-not-enough/

• Equity is giving everyone what they 
need to be successful. Equality is 
treating everyone the same.

• Equality aims to promote fairness, but 
it can only work if everyone starts 
from the same place and needs the 
same help. 

• Targeted Universalism attends to the 
needs of both the dominant and the 
marginal groups, but pays particular 
attention to the situation of the 
marginal group

Equity vs Equality
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http://www.centerforpubliceducation.org/educationalequity


Importance of seeing people 
for who they are and 
honoring their experience

• Race
• Sub-ethnicity/Tribal Affiliation*
• Nativity
• Socioeconomic status
• Gender expression/Sexual Orientation
• Ability/disability
• Language
• Acculturation levels
• Religion



Socio-determinants

‣ less access to healthcare

‣ poorer quality healthcare

‣ less education

‣ lower quality housing

‣ unhealthy communities

‣ live sicker

‣ die younger



Equity, Inclusion and Diversity

• Community imperative
• Social Justice imperative
• Economic imperative
• Business imperative
• Excellence imperative



Social Justice IS the work

•Intersectionality matters
•No single hammer
•One for all, all for one
•Equity equals excellence



Equitable Leadership



Equitable Leadership Approach

• Get to know people and their 
motivation, interests and concerns

• Promote new collaborations & 
partnerships

• Advocate for every constituent

• Creating enabling conditions for 
success

• Invest in professional development
• Bring complementary skills to an 

already strong team



• Learn what has/hasn’t worked

• Assess needs, identify priorities

• Co-create solutions with all members 
of your community

• Find the resources to support your 
constituents and allies

• Build strong shared vision for the 
work

• Implement new vision

Equitable Leadership Approach



Building Cohesion in times of Change

• Listen first

• Motivate and inspire 
• Acknowledge Failure

• Adaptively manage

• Cooperation over competition
• Respect for diverse perspectives

• Inclusive and transparent decision-
making



Equitable Leadership: The Faculty Challenge

• Supporting, strengthening, and 
diversifying a strong community 

• Building a culture of research scholar 
activism

• Developing strong collaboration and 
partnerships



Study Question:  What are the Effects of Occupational Stress on 
Health and Mental Health of URM faculty in the Academy? 

• What are the 
perceptions of  the 
role of diversity in 
their academic 
environment? 

• Are there 
experiences of 
discrimination and 
what is the 
response?

• What is the role of 
mentoring? 

• How do faculty 
experience work-
family-life balance?
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Supporting, strengthening, and 
diversifying a strong research 
community

• New Connections
• Latina Researcher 
Network
• Sisters of the Academy
• LGBTQ Scholars







Sisters of the Academy



LGBTQ Scholars of Color 



Leaders in Equitable Evaluation and Diversity 
(LEEAD)
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Building a culture of 
research/scholar/evaluation  
activism

• Public Health Services and 
Systems Research

• Finding Answers National  
Research Program
• Diversity Data Kids

• Research Integration Strategy 
and Evaluation 



Emerging research fields

• Centering power in practitioners

• Data infrastructure

• Social network analysis: PARTNERS





Diversity, Opportunity & Equity Among U.S. Children

Institute for Child, Youth and Family Policy
Brandeis University
November 16, 2017

With funding from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation





Equity-based Research

• Narrative Change

• Focused on Boys and Men of Color

• Balanced treatment of racial/ethnic group

• Interdisciplinarity

• Intersectionality

• Disaggregated Data Analysis

• Networks and Collective Action

• Culturally Relevant, Authentic, Inclusive 
and Rigorous Evaluation

• Multiple Ways of Knowing 

• Structural, Systemic and Policy Change



Find motivation in the work itself



Achieving Equity: One institution at a time
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